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PURPOSE OF THE WRC

Promote 
coordination 

cooperation and 
communication in 
the area of Water 

Research and 
Development

Establish Water 
Research Needs 

and Priorities

Stimulate and 
Fund Water 

Research 
according to 

priority

Promote the 
effective transfer 

of information 
and technology

Enhance 
knowledge and 

capacity building 
within the water 

sector



CORE PRINCIPLES OF THE STRATEGY



STRATEGIC GOALS



BASELINE SUMMARY 



ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE



CORE TEAMS



Alignment –Government Outcomes 
and NDP Objectives



Alignment –Government Outcomes and NDP Objectives- Continued



Alignment –Government Outcomes and NDP Objectives- Continued



Alignment –Government Outcomes and NDP Objectives- Continued



Alignment –Department of Water and Sanitation



Alignment –Department of Water and Sanitation - Continued



Performance Information



Performance Information  -Continued



Examples of completed projects

DELINEATING SOUTH AFRICA’S WATER SOURCE AREAS

During the year under review, the WRC completed a project that 

used hydrological and run-off data to map the areas that 

produce most of the country’s water resources, for example 

water in streams, rivers, groundwater and wetlands. The project 

also, for the first time, provided information on strategically 

important groundwater source areas. It was found that the 

regionally strategic water source areas make up only 10% of the 

land area of South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland, yet they 

provide 50% of our water.

INVESTIGATING NATIONAL WATER ACCOUNTS

During the year under review, the WRC completed a project that 

used hydrological and run-off data to map the areas that 

produce most of the country’s water resources, for example 

water in streams, rivers, groundwater and wetlands. The project 

also, for the first time, provided information on strategically 

important groundwater source areas. It was found that the 

regionally strategic water source areas make up only 10% of the 

land area of South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland, yet they 

provide 50% of our water.



Cumulative Number of Completed 
Projects

Cumulative Number of New Projects

Achievements





Performance Information - Continued



Example of events

Women in Water and Social Entrepreneurship Summit 

25-26 October 2018

Joint AfricaSan and Faecal Sludge Management 
Conference (WRC a key organiser)

18-22 February 2019

The main objectives of the Summit were to drive 
excellence in social entrepreneurship through 
promotion of the science agenda, facilitation
and support of enterprise development and creation
of a platform for shared learning and empowerment
of women in three projects under the Eastern Cape
Social Franchising Programme.

• Attended by 1 300 
delegates from 36 
countries



Performance Information - Continued



Innovations – WADER 
programme
Water Technologies Demonstration 
Programme (Wader) - partnership 
between the DSI and the WRC.

In 2018/19:

• 34 testbed sites set up across the 
country

• Technology demonstrations at 2 
municipalities

• Nine new innovations approved



Performance Information - Continued



Community project: 
School gardens
• Vegetable school gardens at 

Bula Dikgoro and Mahlasedi
Masana primary schools, in 
Mamelodi East, Pretoria

• In association with ARC

• Gardens provide nutrition to 
school children



Community project 2: 
MUS project

• Action research project –
’Operationalising community-
driven multiple use water services’

• 4-year project, in Limpopo 
Province

• Aims to:
• demonstrate participatory planning for 

sustainable multi-purpose infrastructure 
in selected rural villages;

• enhance the knowledge base of MUS and 
to upscale the MUS approach at district, 
provincial and national level



Supporting sustainable development through research funding, knowledge creation and dissemination

INCOME & EXPENDITURE 
Actuals 

2018/19
Budget

2018/19
(R) (R)

INCOME

Water Research Levies 236 607 699 239 711 905
Interest Received and other income 5 420 927 11 600 643
Leverage Income 42 269 973 45 452 590

TOTAL INCOME 284 298 599 296 765 138

EXPENDITURE

Research & Development Funding 164 701 987 173 092 046

Human Resource Costs 87 385 676 92 253 879
Operating costs 25 950 789    27 113 797
Capital Expenditure 4 504 026 4 305 416
TOTAL EXPENDITURE 282 542 478 296 765 138

Actual Income R12.5m lower than budget 
projections due to:

• Other income budget variance of R5.8m 
relate to delays in transfer of Marumati that 
only materialised on 12 July 2019

• Levy income variance of R3.1m resulted from 
2018/19 levy increase not being approved by 
Minister of Finance 

• Leverage income variance of R3.2 m is 
primarily due to challenges in respect of 
finalising funding contracts with leverage 
partners

Lower income dictated a reprioritisation of 
expenditure in particular

• Cost saving initiatives R857k on IT related 
costs, professional fees, promotions and 
publications

• HR costs R4.9m lower than budgeted due to 
lower bonus payments, postponement of 
new appointments and filling of vacant posts

• RDI expenditure R8.4 m delays and 
challenges in achieving project deliverables

UNQUALIFIED AUDIT OPINION 
FOR FINANCIAL YEAR  2018/19

Financial Results for 2018/19  



Supporting sustainable development through research funding, knowledge creation and dissemination

Financial Results for 2018/19  



Supporting sustainable development through research funding, knowledge creation and dissemination

Delays in respect of transfer of Marumati Building (Expired Contracts)

The transfer of the Marumati Building owned by ERF 706 has been delayed by a number of events beyond the WRC control.
There was an expectation that the transfer would be finalised by November 2017. The WRC had to ensure that the important
contracts related to essential services security, cleaning and hygiene services remained in place as the building would otherwise have been at risk of being 
vandalised without security services. The cleaning and hygiene services was an integral part of the rental agreements with tenants. Due to the uncertainty 
of transfer timing the contract terms that would be applicable to a potential new service provider could not be clearly defined. There was also a risk of 
entering into a contract with the possibility of early termination and then facing legal challenges from service providers. Potential Service Providers have 
also indicated their reluctance to bid for contracts and incur set up costs in respect of contracts that may be terminated at any time.

Other payments in respect of expired contracts

Prior to the expiry of some of the critical IT services related to cloud hosting which is critical to WRC services, Supply Chain Management (SCM) processes 
were followed to obtain competitive bids. However a number of unforeseen challenges arose including-
• During the evaluation and adjudication process it was found that the Bidders who submitted bids did not meet the required minimum technical 

standards, resulting in the procurement process being restarted and delaying the regularising of contracts. 
• Subsequent SCM processes resulted in the qualifying Bidders pricing being significantly higher than the WRC's available budget allocated for these 

services.
• One of the Service Providers subsequent to winning the bid for cloud hosting was unable to successfully migrate the services and eventually the WRC 

had to terminate their contract. 

Irregular expenditure  R 

Prior years to be condoned 744 468

Current year 2018/19 – Delays in transfer of Marumati Building 
Current year 2018/19 – Other payments in respect of expired contracts

854 714

473 019

Total 2 072 201

Financial Results for 2018/19  



Supporting sustainable development through research funding, knowledge creation and dissemination

Fruitless and Wasteful Expenditure   - R29 342

Interest paid on settlement

During the 2017/2018 financial year a former employee of the Water Research Commission took the entity to the Commission
for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) on the grounds of unfair dismissal. On 23 April 2018, the CCMA issued an
award of R637,500 in favour of the dismissed employee. Upon assessment of the award it was concluded that all merits of the
case were not considered by the Commissioner and a decision was taken that the matter be taken to the labour court. The
board recommended that the WRC accept the award issued by the CCMA. This assessment resulted in a delay in payment
within the time period specified in the CCMA award with interest amounting to R29 342 as a consequence.

Financial Results for 2018/19  



Budget for the next 5 years 

Financial planning & 
mitigating steps: 

• Aggressively pursuing 
new business 
opportunities 

• Continues monitoring of 
business development 
initiatives & progress

• The WRC business and 
strategic plan require 
investment in HR, 
Systems and 
infrastructure  

• Ongoing review of 
financial performance 
and where required 
taking corrective steps

Levy income is a key budget driver 
and in real terms it is decreasing:

• Low or no levy increase history
• Lower and reducing 

consumption volumes (affected 
by drought)   



Thank you


